Engraving of Book 9 of The Lusiads by Luís Vaz de Camões,
from the Monumental Edition printed in 1817 by Firmin Didot, Paris.

Casa de Mateus is so much more than a national monument.
A visit to Mateus is a chance to appreciate the atmosphere
of a house with centuries-old tangible, intellectual and
spiritual memories.
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The Casa de Mateus Foundation is one of the
busiest cultural institutions in the North of Portugal.
Established in 1970 by Dom Francisco de Sousa
Botelho de Albuquerque, Count of Mangualde, Vila
Real and Melo, its stated purpose is to preserve and
maintain the estate, research the archives and
promote the arts, sciences and education.

Casa de Mateus is open to the public year-round.
Additionally, the Foundation promotes a variety of
activities: the International Music Meetings, the D. Diniz
Literature Award and the Collective Translation of Poetry
Seminars, in tandem with a regular programme of ancient
and baroque music concerts and conferences, seminars
and workshops, partnered with prestigious universities.

Casa de Mateus is a baroque architectural wonder,
a portal into the ancient history of Portugal,
Europe and the world. It is the centre of a wind
rose, both a point of conﬂuence and a proliﬁc
source of people, ideas, stories, documents and
artefacts. It embodies a unique legacy.
Completed in 1744, Casa de Mateus was built
by António José Álvares Botelho Mourão, Third

Dom Luís António,
Fourth Morgado of Mateus,
was Governor of the
Captaincy of São Paulo,
Brazil.

The Mateus Morgadio was
passed down by Dona Maria
Coelho to Matias Álvares
Mourão, Morgado da Prata,
in 1696.

Morgado of Mateus, on the grounds the family had
inhabited for two centuries. The great Italian master
Nicolau Nasoni was invited to design the palace. The
baroque exuberance of the façade and the decorative
elements of a grand Portuguese stately home were
perfectly encased in the unique landscape.
The Chapel, devoted to Our Lady of Joy, was
completed in 1750 by Dom Luís António de Sousa
Botelho Mourão, Fourth Morgado of Mateus,

The gardens provide a unique
surround for the dramatic setting
of the palace against
the backdrop of the Marão
mountain range. The mirror pool,
designed almost ﬁfty years ago by
Gonçalo Ribeiro Teles, leads
visitors into the exquisite design,
begun in the 18th century and
elegantly maintained ever since.
From the majestic cedars in front
of the house to the enigmatic

tree tunnel leading to another
time, a stroll through the gardens
surrounding the South Wing will
enthral visitors, as will the
neo-baroque boxwood gardens
on two levels facing east. The
masonry stairway leads down to
the grape arbours, the garden’s
oldest feature; they were built
by the Archdeacon of Covilhã,
uncle of the Third Morgado
of Mateus.

to a project by Portuguese
master José Álvares do Rego. It
contains the remarkable relic of
St. Marcus the Martyr, and an
outstanding collection of
religious art from the 16th and
18th centuries. Inside the house,
the Great Hall is where oﬃcial
receptions were held and the
family’s coat of arms is
18th century bargueño cabinet on stand in walnut,
bone, ivory and tinned iron. This cabinet was
exchanged for a sapphire necklace belonging to
Dom José Maria by King Ferdinand II, who coveted
the necklace as a gift for his second wife, the opera
singer Elise Hensler.

displayed; the Library
is a place of knowledge
and discovery, boasting
an extraordinary editorial
adventure of Portuguese
literature: the Monumental
Edition of The Lusiadas,
by Luís Vaz de Camões,
completed by Dom José
Maria, 5th Morgado of Mateus
in 1817, and printed in Paris
by Firmin Didot; the North
Wing preserves the original
layout of the family’s living

Monstrance and
reliquary containing a
manuscript by St.
Ignatius of Loyola.
Portugal, 17th
century. The relics
and other religious
artefacts hold pride of
place in the
collection.

silverware and porcelain from
the East India Company, China
and Europe, a testament
to the family’s cosmopolitan
worldview; an important
collection of baroque paintings
of the Dutch and Italian schools;
and the magniﬁcent chestnut
ceiling and door carvings.

Altarpiece by an unknown author in
polychrome wood and gold leaf.
Gilded carving detail of the altar in
the religious art museum, in the
South Wing of the house.

arrangements; and the South
Wing’s six rooms are where
business matters were conducted
and archived, and also where the
family gathered and welcomed
guests, planning and recounting
the many military, diplomatic and
religious missions they undertook.

Descent from the Cross
Bas-relief attributed to Hans Daucher.
Augsburg (Germany), 16th century.

Altar and reliquary of St. Marcus the
Martyr. The relic has been preserved
from the beginning of the 18th century
and wears a fantasy military dress made
of gold thread and leaf lacework.
As with many other relics in the
religious art museum, it was brought
from Rome by Diogo Álvares Mourão,
the Holy Archdeacon, uncle
of the Third Morgado of Mateus.

Highlights of the collection are
an impressive set of relics and
religious art from the 16th to the
18th centuries; furniture from
the 17th to the 19th centuries,
each piece with a tale to tell;

Decorative armoured plate with central
medallion and linear motif, 15th century,
Manises. Produced near Valencia, Spain, the
porcelain of Manises adorned the halls of the
Vatican and European royal courts.

Wood terrestrial and celestitial
globes, displaying a map of the
world and of celestial bodies.
Made in Paris by geographer Buy
de Mornas Fortin, in the third
quarter of the 18th century.

A4, Porto-Bragança, exit 22.
A24, Viseu-Chaves, exit 13.
Lat: 41o29'76.95''N Long: -7o71'34.85''O
N322
Direction
Vila Real

VILA REAL
PORTO

The nearest train station is Régua (28
km). Access by bus from Porto: 1
hour 15 minutes. From Lisbon:
4 hours 45 minutes.
Vila Real has a small airport and there
are daily direct ﬂights from Lisbon and
Bragança. Porto Airport is one hour
away by car.
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